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-As noted by Wallbrown and Prithard (1978) "Parent conferencing-

has not been a popular topic with either educational researcbers`or

theoreticians" (p. 1). There-are occasional references toithe topic

by persons the areas Of'schoor administration, counseling, Sthobl'

psYchology, curriculum development, program evaluation, and super-

vision but the treatment of parent conferencing is usually secondary

to some othet' issue or topic. In those caset.When parent confer-.

encing does attract the-attention'of educators -the focus is usually

on the informational aspects of conferencing rather than the emotional

aspect- of.the interaction with parents. :,Some writers do mention and

acknowledge the relevance'of the feeling Aspect of parent confer-

encing, but their writing usually emphasizes the informational aspect
a

of conferencing. Consequentl, teachers, administrators, counselors

and other school personnel are often at a loss as to where they

-should go for practical assistance -for improving,their conferencing

skills. In addition, most teachers and administrators feel that
e

neither their academic training nor their student teaching exper-

iences provided them with adequate skills in how to conduct problem-

oriented parent conferences (Wallbrown, Vance, & Meadows, 1979).
.de
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About the, only cdmMon denominator that One,finds- n-thettbiPing

°grams of teachers is that:they have been told-to "Say some
&

thing,nice about the student at the start of the,donference"

(Wallbrow & -Prichard, 1978).

.For purposes of this paper, is very important to djstin-

.

guisii between normal developmental conferences-And what Walltwown,

Oey nd Davison press) define as problem oriented-parent

'.conferences. This distinction is important sincetmost teachers

feel they -ha the skills necessary to-do-a satisfaCtory job of

w'rking with parents in routine conferences which involve-an
w.

eXchange of.information. In contrast, 84; Of the 2,00 teachers,

administrators, -.and counselors that we have worked with in Classes,.
-ti

, workshcipS, staff development activities, and Consultation indicate

that they feel the peed to improve their skills in conducting.

problem-oriented perent conferences BY and large, teachers and

administrators as.wetles other school personnel -find-it most

difficult to work with angry, aggressive parents who attack their,

personal and profeSsional CoMpetene-andior.integrityrather than

-diScussing issue. Both teachers. and admit istrators. Often mention'

how difficmlt it is for them to deal with "the kind of person you

can't reason With." Other ore subtle varieties of parental defen-=

siveness,are discussed later in the paper since,the angry, aggres--
4

sine reaction is the one that can be used most conveniently in

distinguiShing between problem- oriented conferences and routine,

developmental conferenoes.



n an earlier paper, Wallbrown and Prichard (1978

. .

ered the following description of problem-Oriented parent

nferences:

The term "problem-oriented conference," As

difficult to define, in, a precis'e, scientifit

faOion,-but the foliciwjn
!

.#ice to- giVe-the reader a feel for what

-tole oriented COn:ference'We mean'thoselnter-

stateme4.,shoulCrsuf,-

actions-between teacher_,. and which deal

inadequacy

f the child cr teacher.

A somewhat more refined definition and description of a problem-

oriented conference is p esented by Wallbrowji, Dey and Davison (in

press) A problem-oriented parent conference always involves the

presence of Strong, negative emotions on the part of either the

teacher or the parent. Both the teacher-and parents frequently

experience:srong negative emotions in a problem-oriented confer-

ence: These strong, negative emotions may be present in eith

overt form' as inthe case of direct hostility or a more covert form

as in the case of denial or oblique threats.

parent ,conferences invOlveinteracting at an

an informational level. As a, rule,. the emotional aspects of the

interaction predominate so Oat information is distorted, misper-

Probiffi-oriented

emotional as well as

ceived,Ar,derlied by these participating in the. conference. A'



great deal of nf©rma.tlon may be exchanged in a problem-oriented

confe ence,.but, i t-is subordinate to strong emotions thus serving..

the °.purposed of. -Manipulation, argument, :and gaming: In other

ords both teachers andparents can easily-fall -into defensive

terns without being aware of what is happening to them.

In contrast, Wallbrown, DeYafid Davison (in press).use the

to "develtipmehtal conference toLdeicribe an exchange-Of .ihfor

matiin and ideas betweMn the teacher and parents without; the

presen e of strong emotions on ,the part of:any of the partictpants.

A devel pmental conference typically: involves a Oren -teacher-

interaction focused on a poitive, rational exchange of information

which neither party finds upsetting-; Strong negative. emotions are
.

not evident in either overt or covert form. :Most of the routine.

conferences regularly scheduled. at the vlemehiary and middle school

levels fall into this category.

A three stage mode

A THREE-STAGE MODEL

was developed to help school personnel to__

deal. with prOblem-oriented parent conferences. This paper delin-

eates the three' stages which are Planning and Orianization,

Cdnferencing, anc-SelfEValuation. While each. of the stages are

'treated in detailinthe following sectIons broadly speakings .stage

one, Plannin and-0 anization suggests strategies for identifying

and specifying .the child's problem, organizing the information to be

'presented to parents, deterMininghOw this-information should be
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presented;and rehearsing how to present the difficulties. The

second stage. Conferencing, addresses the actual conference and

suggests' p psible "helping skills":-that Might be useful. -Finally,

,.Self-8valution,,identifies how:sato-1 personnel may- evaluate-their

effoks. While he three-stage model is intended primarily ,for

problem-oriented parent conferences, there is evidence to suggest

that -the. model- -fS.'alsci' usefUrrin developmental Conferences lbrown

& Prichard`, 1978)+

Planning and aralliKtim

nce a detailed treatment of the entire model is. beyond the

scope of ,this paper, th ensuing' discusSion is concerned primarily

with the Plannin and Or anization stage of the model. A detailed.

description of the model in its entirety will be available in the'

work of WallbroWn, DeY, and Davison (in ores's).- Because evaldition

-data-es well as personal. xPeriences in working with teachers indi-,

cated that conferencihg skills are acquired .mostrapidly if they

are taught in a stepwise, systematic fashion, the Planning end
4..

Organization stage:of-the model is divided into seven distinct steps.

---Each of these steps is described in the following sub-sectiorns.:

.SPecifying_ e--Pralem

Rather than making vague,global statem'ents,whicrire difficult

to subStanttate, the first step, Specifying, the Problem(s), is con-
. 2-

cerned with identifying and describing spetific bfhaviors. "She's a



real troublemaker" or "He's always disrupting the class" are examples

,
of such- statements-. From the standpoint of educational programming,

these stateinents.' are nenproduCtiveand- they 'are: also likely;to anger

the parents. What behavi rs d.o ou feel the student shi-

and-What:behaviors do ypujeel..Should be eliminated?, are two clues-.

tions that s.hould- be answered to help focus on the student's -achieve-
,

ment'.1n, basic- skills areaS:andior on social- behaviors -which i nterfere

with learning. GOod descr ptiOns of behavioral. analysis are available

in the works of Stephens (- 1978) and Cooper (1974).

In the case of "She's a real ,.troublemaker" a -teacher might

actualjk.coUnt the number of times she pushes others, hit-S- them, or
,

whatever behavior appears to be the difficulty. :In answering the
Y

i

t g -.Y
.

question, "Whae'behaviorS do-you feel the student- should develop?"

the teacher might; decidethat she should stay in her Seat unless'

.excused by the teacher, raiSeliand -before talking and attend while

teacher is- giving directions.; To the question'"What- behaviors do

you feel should be eliminated?" the teacher might feel the following
, = .= i =

behaviors should be.eliminated: hitting others, throwing Objectr,

and talking out. When-behavioraldescriptiohs are utilized and
)

counted, teachers are in,a much better position to inform parents

about how frequently such behaviort occur,-how long they last and

what theit, (teache s) have dohto bring about the desired behavior

change.
-
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The focus ofthe.scond step, to help schdol-personneL

organize.their data so-that-they can give explicit. information to
'.

the. parnts- Abdut the child's
. difficulty. .This s tep 01 sCi invol ves,

evalu Ling the,e0deOe about the childso that;thedegree of.ceN

tainty can be specified. "What evidtaqe.doyoulave to Show the

parents that-is a problem area ?" the question.used to focus this

step in the Model. It is intended to assist professionals tb focus

on the information needs of parents( as the-conferende IS plarined.

In the example,citedabovei. the.Scheel professional needs,

0 delineate what'tvidence he arshe-haS to:indicate' that hitting

others is a problem for the child. Rather than saying, "She

alWays hitting others" the professional would -be better served by

saying to the parents) "I saw her hit two children yeSterday, three

teachers have rePorted that:she-hitother: children'onAhe playground

yesterday, and three s uden't.s have reported being 'hit by her in the

last weeki"

-While parents. may understandably Wish more.,Anrma. ion-about the

problem, they are much less likely question the existence of the

problem and more 4l ikely to agree that the behavior.needs to be

changed when presented with such a strong pattern of. evIdence.

ocifyipg Objectives

There are three guiding questions used this step: "Wha

OpEges in the student's .behavior Should you concentrate anon
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vip_t)cUjIkp_cetaTents d_o to h 1 brin bou the

desirAd behiviOrsrr and What art he school o e ional,

willing do' to bring about the de i red behaVioral chan e

SiAce.the school-professi0641 has already prepared d'qcr p-
,

ions of the behaviorsqo be developed-and eJiminated, the firs,t

question is useful in helping to determine the priority of the

particular behaviors that should be changed. It also helps focus

profes'sional on what behaVtors-can-le. reasonably changed in the

-s.chbol environment, This set of,prioritie& ckphibe shared with

. /parents, but the school professional' should also-reMain open to any,

input on the parents' part in deterMining which behaviors should be

first priority.

The second question is in ended 'to encourage school personnel

-to clarify what they want from parents before the conference. If

parents are simply presented with description of their child's

problems, they frequently feel helpless, angry and upset, especially

when 'they are not given specific suggestions as to how they can go,

about'helping their child. Negative feeling .are understandably

engendered whemparentS sense that school personnel are.giving them

a message which saYsi in essence, "Your child has a. problem, now

What are you going to do aboUt W" Teachers 'report that parents

are more likely to respond, positively and become actively involved

when they sense that their help is being solicited.

"What are you, the professional, willing to do to bring about:

the deS-ired behavior changes.?"- focuses attention on the school,
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profbssional s responsibility to formulate a plan of action to heip

chinge eChfidis'behavior, -4y -formulating a tentative plan And

sharing it with`parents.1 the theel prOfessienal can then gain yalua-

ble tnfprmation lm Hpie wents aboUtTossible strategies` useful to

bring about, the .change as well as encouraging pa entt to help change

SiMilar, behaviors. at home:
: This question also helps focus the pro-

fessidnal on the -.reality that there are limitations as to what she or

he can do 'II the school and it thus facilitates the professional's

ability to plan strategies that are realistic in terms of time and

required energy.

Mastering _Helpi ng Ski 11S

The fourth step, mastering helping skills, differs somewhat. from

the first, three since, it is necessary for teacherS and other school

professionals to master a specific set of helping sktills. Several

alternative systems of teaching helping-skills ar available which

provide for the sequential acquiSition of helping skills. For exem-

ple we have found the work of Carkhuff (1977); Ivey and Authier (1978);

Ganda, Asbury, Balzer, Chtiders and Walters -(1977); and Gordon (1970)

particularly useful and based our own traininTprocedures on aSynthesis

from these works. We strongly recommend that persons interested in pro-

viding skill-based training for parent 'conferencing consider making a

detailed study of the work's of theSe-aUthorities:, For purpoSes,of the

present paper the important concept is that thew. are systematic help°

wftich can b6 used to work through strong emotions and
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gradually Move toward Mutual. problem solving whitiiwe%regardas:

being the ideal mode of interaction between schciol preesssionals

and parents. Mutual problem solving involves a creative sharing

of information and ideas between parents and school personnel.

Selected-helping skills are described and illustrated below.

One such skill is active listenina (Gordon, 1970) or attendina

(Carkhuff, 1977). By this we mean paying careful attention to what

the parents are saying, how they are saying it, and the quality of

their nonverbal behavior. Furthermere, we needtto make sure that

the parents_ are aware that -we are listenindtdwhat they have to say.

Some,ef th6 ways we can do this is to sit-facing-them squarely with-

out barrierS between Us, maintain eye Contact,.and lean forward,

slightly. These are the 'very same kinds ofiionverbal behaviors that

use wheh we are involved in-an :interesting conversation, even

though we may not be aware. of them* 'These are the kinds of behaviors

that show parents we are interested in whatthey:are saying and

encourage theM to -go on sharing with us. On the other hand, if we

Tsit behind a desk, look down, gaze around the room, fumble with
k

materials, slouch in our chair Sign deeply, or, squirm and wiggle

araindin our chair, then we give the parents. the impression that

we are:impatient, diSihterested, and -otlistening to what they have

to say. Such behaViors tend to increase the parents' anger and Cut

off further conversation.

At least two precautions are necessary if we are to be effective

in Using the attending skills mentioned above.- These involve



-Up Adris and pauses Most of us -have- difficu allowing

s when dealing with angry parents -since w n o talk. f a$ t

And interrupt.' thers when we are aroused by in e o ons'such as.,

-anger, fright, or surprise. Such behavior is not helpful in

problem-oriented` bonfeeence. One Of themost serious pistakes we

a

-,
6

make inAealing with 'an0yparents.iS talking too much rather-than,
. , ATit_,

listening. Interruptions. are especially inappropriate since they

area a clearindicAtionthatish.to cut off what the parents are

saying rather than listening to the- In contrast, pauses are

usually helpful because they are an invitation forithe parents to

collect their thoughts- and go on with thejconyerSatlon:

Several other procedures-are also helpful in this regard. For
.

- example, a simple 'APddj_ng Of the head or brief verbal statement like

"um-hum,"- "oh," or "I-see" usually encourages. the parents- to tontine-

sharing their concerns. Some counseling authoritieS call these, skills

miniMal encodraqe since they are brief and designed to encourage fur-

ther expression'(Ivey & Authier, 1-78).

Another useful technique is for the teacher to occasionally pick

up some part of What-the-parents-are saying and repeat it so it takes

theform of.a question. This is accomplished by raising our voice at
,

the enci.of the part-of the statement we are repeating. Let's take a.

parent statement and see how this cam work:

"What kind of teacher are you, anyway! Don't tell me it's

Kar6's fault! She never badany trouble before she came

to your class! You're the problem! Let's get that straight!!"
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An appropriate response from the teacher might be, "I'm the proble

Using this type of 'response not only encourages the parents=to continue

sharing, but also 'cues them concerning what' part of their statement the

teaeher would'ilke to know more about.

On the other hand, if the teacher had sai,d, "She never hatl-any

trouble before?" then the parents would have been encouraged to pick

up on this Part of .their statement and explain more about Karen's

experiences with other teachers- Either of these two responses would

have been appropriate depending on what aspect of the statement the

teacher ,,fished to pursue.

Nowtver, it would have been inappropriate for the teacher to Tiave

responded by saying um-hum or nodding the head. Either of these:

responses would probably have been interpreted by the parents as

evidence that the teacher was acquiescing and agreeing that s/he was

the cause of the poblem when, in fact, the intent was only to indicate

acceptance of the parent s'feeli

Asking Oper1 questions ls allot Skill Lhat k,an be hi Illy erteLtiye

in working wlth angry parents, Open quebEti_nb are the Kind ihdt cannot=

ertd cht. ly Open

age turther OMWUMIL 1_11 wileICaa Mused yuebLion

conversation. To sliuw how up.ei

tull illy ____]11111 by an ongry

"We dun'

ruulri

ills ur

I r le

bLion:, ale helplul, Lull. Idci th,

want bob hi a speLlaI UlO 01 01 I L.;_,....111

ll get h m labeled! IIIci c's not Lila I. rllll. 11 w

hlm! Our doctor bald he ild make 1t In d icyului
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class if he had a good teacher!

We could question the physician's* competence to make such a statement

Or use some sort of persuasive technique to convince the parents that

"the school knows best." 'However an open question such as, "How did

the doctor describe a good teacher?" is more likely to be effective.

The advantage of this question is that it not only encourages the

parents to continue expressing their feelings, but also leads them

be more specific and think about what kind of instruction they -(or

their physician) expect for their child.

Another useful skill is what we call " "personalizing "" or using

what others have called "I" messages. The advantage of personalizing

is that the teacher acknowledges that what s/he is saying represents
6

a perception, experience, or opinion which is open to further discus-

sion. For example, if a teacher says, "David will not stay in his

seat," the statement conveys an attitude of definitiveness and evalua-

tion which is likely to pull defensiveness from the parents. On the

other hand, if the teacher personartzes and says, "I'm having trouble

getting David to stay in his seat, 's/he comes across as less judgmental

and more open to discussion. There is less need fur tare patents to

deferkl their child by attacking the teacher.

The kind of helping skills we have discussed thus dre designed

to help parents express and work through their emotions. We are Hut

suggesting that they be used to manipulate parents or to avoid dealing

th difficult issues. Rather, these helpfny skills are Uttered as a
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me =ans of establishing an atmosphere of trust and mutual respect

between school personnel and parents. When these skills are used

effectively, we are likely to find that the parents gradually become

less upset and angry.. At some point their anger is likely to decrease

enough so that we can begin to refocus the conference and begin to

interact with the parents in an informational rather than an emotional

level.

Needless to say, we do not mean to suggest that these skills are a-

panacea that will always enable us to be successful in our work with

angry parents. We do maintain, however, that they can be very helpful

for those teachers who a. e willing to invest the time and effort neces-

sary to become proficient in using them.

Understandin Parental Defenses

the fifth step, understanding parental involves helping

1

reaLLlunS whILII Lhey are must I Ikely LO elluuurlter In wurklny wl th pd--nts,

The purpuse ut s Ludy lny parental deren5 1Veness 1 LhaL 501uul per5unocl

school perSunne become familiar with the eummun typ

are More likely respond apprj l lately it Llicy are able Lu Intl 1 iate

huw Lhe parents will behave and

Lumen CULL.

they are Ilhely Lu say Ow ing Ulu

ed onoLhet way, Lhe 5Lhowl 1 I less likel)

Lu respond 111 d Jets 11S I Ye mannel I f iticy unJui stand Lhe ,H t I cl er

leLleS ut parental detenslveness and new they se 1VC lO p rlciA the

-1 Ly

LOMMOH terrl

parent. in this 5cLLlun, wc dtser !he the Lhice most

parcilLal deteris IvrieS'a
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Teachers find "direct personal attack" particularly disc6n-

certing because it not only involves intense anger and denigration

the school personnel's professional competence, but also contains some

type of threat (in direct or indirect form) to the school Rersohnel's

job or professional reputation. Statements such as

"You have Arnold so upset he can't sleep!"

"You've got my son to the point where he hates school!'

"We can't let you do this to Jane!"

are examples of "active personal attack" if one can use his/her imagina-

tion to fill in the voice tone, inflection, and nonverbal behaviors

which typically go with such statements. A teacher must be extremely

Secure in his/her personal and professional development before s/he can

handle such statments without experiencing intense threat. Most

teachers report that they typically respond to such statements by

becoming terrified and overwhelmed or angry and aggressive.

The second type of parental defensiveness, "Covert subversion,"

involves a more subtle torn of attack on the teacher which falls within

socially acceptable bounds but can, nevertheless, be extremely devastat-

tog. the essential characteristic of "covert subversion

involves subtly undermining the prote- s seit-confiden e an

integrity. The following are statements which illustrate "'cover

subversion"; "Miss Woody (1--- mer teacher) saki

kind of teacher understand our Jimmy and work with him." "The

psychologist said it would take a strong, male figure to rely

Glen" (said to a soft-spoken male teacher of small stature). "We were
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hoping that Dawn would get a teacher that would be patient with her.

Close examination of these,statemenfs will show that they all involve

Covert subversion in the sene that they imply some form of personal

and/or professional inadequacy on the part of the school professional.

A further type of parental defensive which proves difficult

for school personnel is what "the authors have chosen to label "denial."

The common denominator for the "denial" reaction ithat the parents

refuse to acknowledge the egistence of any type of difficulty or

problem. Some of the common types of statements which indicate a

"denial" defense are as follows" ,"A lot of kids his age are the same

way, " "He'll grow out of i " "1 was the same way when I was a kid."

"You can mak much out of some little thing. Here again, careful

scrutiny of these statements indicate that they all contain a message

for the school professional. In one form or another, these statements

carry a message which says to the professional that s/he is out of

perspective and over-reacting to a normal set of behaviors.

fi

lh typctl rf parent dete.nses differ substantially in terms

of emotional siynificance they hold for teachers, but the Stratey:y is

yeuerally butte hi all thruc cases. That 1s, the torus ut the

Lontelence IS Nh r d r> illy the di ic_ rl s/pr

the uhild i5 QnLountel iny in sohuc 1 to

cuts hlt_h

-k on the personal and/Or

iunal aLle,-14 _Y ut Lhool pcv.:,oul I H ohal intensity of

this attack as well as the degree of 6ubtlety involved, and the open

ness with which it is LonduLled varies with the parents' reaction; but
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the Tssential strategy is still the same--shifting from the child's

behavior to the professional's adequacy.

LkilLaIDW2riferate.
The next step, planning,a'conferencing strategy, involves consider-

ation of a wide range of variables. Some of the most important

considerations are discussed in this section. First the t_y_pLZ_a

used in the initial contact with the parents is an important aspect of a

conferencing strategy. The type of approach can vary from eliciting

feelings or requesting information from the parents through exchanging

amenities and then immediately launching into providing information for

the parents. Examples of glisiLinaatalia5:from the parents 'would be

opening questions such as "How qg you feel about Tfrd's progress in

arithmetic this year ?" or "How do you feel about the approach I'm using

with Ted?" These kinds of questions are especially appropriate fur

parents who have st ung negative feelings toward the teacher. Wh,en

this type of approach is used it enables the parents to get Irmo their

negative f e e l i n g s di rrurre d i a to ly su they can be talked out (c d) and

processed with the teach_. Questions

parent that the t villing Lu arknuwledge I

cope with intense em_Lluns dur !Hy tire LOnfet enue Iri ()Met wt,rds, "11'A

okay to feel during' our Lonterence. by and Icityc,, mObl. icaLhers

this hind indicate _

air feelings and

emotionally prepared to handle Intense t_ II Ich may be unleashed

when such questions are used, especially if they have used the irelplrry

skills discussed earlier.
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in information frorrr

the parents about their observations of the child. This approach has

the effect of showing the parents that the_teacher is maintaining an

open mind about their child and is sincerely interested in,aG--\in or-

oration they can provide. The following questionS are illustrative of

those that can be used to request information about a child: "How

does Tommy, seem to be reacting to his new reading group?" How does

Ted feel about having his seat changed?" "What kinds of activities

does Janet enjoy most at home?" These kinds of questions are designed

to gain information that the school professional can use to plan more

effectively for the child. Sikh questions represent a relatively.safe

approach to opening a conference when the teacher has very little infor-

mation about how the parents are likely t9 react during the conference.`

Even within the confines of providing information, there is still

a wide range of approaches the teacher can use in initiating the con-

ference. There is a great deaT of differ-:nce between saying, "Paul is

just hopless In r eadi ny, and "l'd I 1 ke to share of the concerns

I have about Pau I' oroOress 111 irig." QuIte frankly, Lhere is Some

qUe]LIOH as Lu t ...dnierchee should every Ge Opened by launehlny

into a dirCLL staLemelit ur inrolm-tion the (..--i.her already

knows the parents and has c!A.ablished good wr-kIng =lailumship ulth

them, Even h e r e , their- I s probably souse vilsdom In t l lo<ying the

traditional form of advice in "Sayiny sJ mething nice" before gotilny

down to a detailed discussion of the _ riLul ,-, that need to be
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Worked on A statement like, "Ann is behaving much better in the

classroom, but were still working on her fiighting at recess" shows

that the teacher is aware of at least some progress and does not see

the child as being all bad.

_Another variable of concern in deciding on a conference strategy

is acina. Pacing pis concerned with the rate at which the conference

is encouraged to move. In routine developmental donferencing, it is

possible. for the teacher to move along and introduce new material or

ideas at a, fairly rapid rate. As a rule, however, thel3ace must be

slowed down considerably when the teacher is introducinvmaterial which

elicits strong feelings from the parents. Lf-the school professional

anticipates that strong feeings will be involved in his/her interac-

tions with the parents, then the conference should be planned so that

it proceeds at a slower pace. When emotionally-laden material. is being

discussed it. is critical that parents be allowed adequate time to

express their-feelings and process them through with the professional.

ven this situation, school personnel are usually-able to Lover les_

material in conferences where emotionally charged information

treated.

Une call IJentr fy several other variables whiol ale Imin,l(afil. ti oiii

the standpoint of deciding on a conference strategy. Aniony these

eing

variables are the e-Uerq1Cjf and t) me oljoct_Inn as wet a

more general features of the family itself such as the socilrCcunuinic

status, cultural level, ethnic background, and the quality of the

relationship between parents,
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ehavioral Rehearsal and

The final step, behavioral rehearsal and role playing, represents

the finishing touches of the Plannin# and Or anization stage, It also

represents the greatest, opp6rtunity for school personnel to learn from

each other through sharing experiences. At this stage in training,

school professionals have already mastered-a set of rudimentary helping
4

skills, attained familiarity with common parental defenses, and pined

some experience in planning conferencing strategies, All of our exper-

ipnCes suggest that they thoroughly enjoy doing behavioral rehearsal on

their own and engaging in role playing activities in triAds. In the

triad arrangement, one school.. professional takes the role of p ent,

another assumes the role of the professional holding the conference,

and the third acts as an observer. The professional who takes the

parent role explains what happened to hiwiher in a particular -ly dit

(mit conferee and then acts out the rule of the (Jiff ult parent

with the Other prof nal taking ale of the - anterencer the

ulmerver Lake, mar firul MOtc.-4 and ticir.r_t==, his /Ircr ob3civalloti with IliL

_other` pat LiLipaHL.,, Acier tccJLack, tic _1 LI lad

wol k toyt Chet 10 I 3 I kat Lhc and 11 ,I.1

crt _ivc l=1Alc9y lot hAtid11119 I t Mumlict, of 11,c 1.1 :311Ift

role- Lite other two ;r_huul p have the oppot

gain help with ,oniele,es that they rind pal ti,k larly JltriCUlL to,

them. Always training aLL vities

what would say it...

Lit 1,s La l involve the question,
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